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Lucid dreaming—becoming fully conscious in the dream state—has attracted legions of those

seeking to explore their vast inner worlds. Yet our states of sleep offer much more than

entertainment. Combining modern lucid dreaming principles with the time-tested insights of

Tibetan dream yoga makes this astonishing yet elusive experience both easier to access and

profoundly life-changing. With Dream Yoga, Andrew Holecek presents a practical guide for

meditators, lucid dreamers ready to go deeper, and complete beginners. Topics include:

meditations and techniques for dream induction and lucidity, enhancing dream recall, dream

interpretation, working with nightmares, and more.

“Dream Yoga is a book that makes big promises: According to author Andrew Holecek, if we

become sufficiently skilled at lucid dreaming (being aware that we are dreaming), we will

eventually find our lucidity muscles at work while we are awake...While it will require time and

patience to test the efficacy of these practices in bringing about The Great Awakening, the

earnestness with which Holecek writes about their benefits, as well as the detail with which he

describes them, suggests that it may be worth the effort.”  �Spirituality & Health“In this text,

Holecek offers a practical guide for meditators to access and use lucid dreaming �waking up and

becoming fully conscious in your dreams �in order to wake up more fully in life, written for both

those experienced with this practice or attempting it for the first time. With explorations on

modern scientific principles, practices of Tibetan dream and sleep yoga, enhancing dream

recall, and focusing and amplifying awareness while dreaming, Holecek also provides essential

Buddhist teachings and tools for navigating realms of 'nocturnal meditation.”  �Lion's Roar“Don’t

miss your opportunity to realize some of the very deepest and highest of all human potentials,

from a real master of these realms!”  �Ken Wilber, author of The Fourth Turning“At once

profound and pragmatic, traditional and contemporary, a fine contribution to the growing

literature on ways of exploring the nature of the mind and its role in nature by way of

awakening to our dreams.”  �B. Alan Wallace, author of Dreaming Yourself Awake“Between these

words one can sense a deep enthusiasm that comes from personal experience with the

practice. This informative book will be very beneficial for dedicated dream yoga practitioners.”

 �Tenzin Wangyal Rinpoche, author of The Tibetan Yogas of Dream and Sleep--This text refers

to the paperback edition.About the AuthorAndrew Holecek teaches seminars on spirituality,

meditation, and dream yoga. He is the author of The Power and the Pain: Transforming

Spiritual Hardship into Joy and Preparing to Die: Practical Advice and Spiritual Wisdom from

the Tibetan Buddhist Tradition. For more information, visit andrewholecek.com.Stephen

LaBerge, PhD, laid the groundwork for his pioneering breakthroughs in lucid dreaming

research two decades ago while obtaining his PhD in psychophysiology at Stanford University.

Since then he has been continuing work at Stanford studying lucid dreaming and

psychophysiological correlates of states of consciousness. In 1988, acting on his conviction

that lucid dreaming offers many benefits to humanity, Dr. LaBerge founded the Lucidity

Institute, the mission of which is to advance research on the nature and potentials of

consciousness and to apply the results of this research to the enhancement of human health

and well-being. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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TrueCopyrightPraise for Dream YogaForeword by Stephen LaBerge, PhDFORWARD! To the

lucid exploration of the dreamworlds and beyond within! But which way is forward? Consider

that when you are walking upright in your dreamworld you are typically lying down in the

physical world. So what is straight ahead in your dream is at right angles in physical reality. And

consider this: suppose you find yourself explicitly conscious that you are dreaming (that is,

“lucid”). Suppose that you decide you want to visit your physical body. You might remember

perfectly well that your physical body is asleep in a bed somewhere in Silicon Valley, but in the

dream you don’t know the way to San Jose! That’s because it isn’t in any direction you can

point to from your dreamworld; there’s no direction you can walk to get there, however “far.” You

can’t get there from here except one way — and that is to Wake Up!But the “oneirony” of it is

that you can’t take that way when you don’t know you’re dreaming. Our dream experiences

seem so real to our sleeping minds that it is usually only after we awaken that we recognize

our dreams as the mental experiences they are. However, as mentioned above, there is a

significant and felicitous exception: “lucid dreaming,” in which we take explicit note, or

cognizance, of the fact that we are dreaming while remaining asleep to the external world. This

means that we know we are dreaming, and we also know that we know it. That allows us to

direct our dreams in the direction of our goals and — importantly — our ideals, which cannot

be sought except consciously.I have devoted my scientific career to the exploration of this

extraordinary state of consciousness. Research done by my colleagues and me at Stanford

University has proven the objective reality of lucid dreams, delineated their basic types and

psychophysiological characteristics, and led to the development of new techniques and

technology for more effectively inducing them. I have also learned how to voluntarily access

lucid dreams and have found them wonderfully educational in the deepest sense. That is, as a

means of bringing forth what is within.Of course, as Walt Disney said, “It’s kind of fun to do the

impossible,” and this is one obvious answer to why people find lucid dreaming rewarding. There

also seems to be something intrinsically rewarding about the enhanced mindfulness and

presence associated with remembering. But more deeply meaningful for me have been the

experiences of integration of shadow figures, which result in increased compassion,

understanding, and wholeness. This process of integration is a form of dream yoga, and its

practice leads to experiences of transcendence, which might be recognized as having

similarities with the Tibetan dream yoga that is the subject of this book. That is no accident. I

have had significant contacts with the Tibetan Buddhist tradition, starting with a workshop with



Tibetan lama Tarthang Tulku at Esalen in 1972. In Exploring the World of Lucid Dreaming

(coauthored with Howard Rheingold), I described this encounter as marking the inception of

my venture of awakening to “this dream.” Although I never became a Tibetan Buddhist, I have

always respected the tradition and been grateful for what I have learned from it. Twenty-five

years after that, I began teaching programs on lucid dream yoga in partnership with Western

followers of the Tibetan tradition, starting with B. Alan Wallace and, most recently, Andrew

Holecek.I met Andrew at our annual “Dreaming and Awakening” retreat in Hawaii in 2012. (You

can learn more about this at my website, .) I found Andrew to be a delightful person — warm

and witty with a wonderfully developed sense of humor. By that I mean he laughed at all my

jokes. (He will laugh at this one too.) I liked him immediately and asked him back as a guest

teacher, mainly because I wanted to get to know him better. I am very glad that I did. Six

months ago, we co-taught a program at Shambhala Mountain Center in Colorado, and Andrew

and his wife, Cindy, generously hosted me in their home for several days before the program

began. I felt blessed to share their dwelling, which embodied so clearly the luminous love of the

dwellers. Over the course of our week together, I experienced numerous instances of those

little acts of kindness and love that Wordsworth declared “the best portion of a good man’s life.”

One of note: Andrew performed an impromptu piano recital for us, beautifully playing a

selection of classical works from memory. I experienced music in a new way. I was touched.

Andrew has hidden depths.Implicit in lucid dreaming is the knowledge that you are dreaming,

which is to say that you are not awake. Yet this is the paradox: as the beginning of wisdom is

“to know that you know nothing,” so too the beginning of awakening is to know that you are not

awake. If we suppose we already are awake — as we do implicitly in most dreams, explicitly in

those dreams called “false awakenings,” and in those we do not call dreams at all but

presumptively term “waking life” — how can we even frame the possibility of waking up? We

already are awake. Or so we believe. This is a special case of the general problem of how

thinking you already know blocks learning of what you only think you know. A part of learning

how to learn is starting with the only thing you know — which is that you know nothing. But at

least you know that you know. This truth is one level up from just knowing nothing. It’s still

nothing, but you can see it better.So it may be better to think of yourself as asleep rather than

awake, and instead of enlightened, endarkened. By accepting your original state, rather than

dazzling yourself with imagined illumination, you can get to know the darkness and perhaps

find the hidden treasure. Remember the story in which the character Nasrudin is under a

streetlight outside his house searching for his lost key? A neighbor helps him look for a while

— fruitlessly — then asks, “Where, exactly, did you lose your key?” Nasrudin answers, “In my

house.” The neighbor exclaims, “Then why in the world are we looking out here!” Coolly logical,

Nasrudin replies, “Because there’s more light here.”The outside world may have more light, but

it isn’t where the Key was lost and hence might be found: that is, inside, in the darkness within,

our innermost home, beyond the self, in the beginning of all. And so Andrew Holecek has

chosen to search where the Key was lost, following the path of dark wisdom. His book’s

prologue begins and ends with a quote from Rilke: “I believe in the night.” In the context of the

poem, which ends with this credo, Rilke says that he prefers the darkness from which he was

born to the candle’s circle of light that divides the world. But the darkness is the undivided

whole, accepting all, allowing all potential being.You will perhaps have noticed in the foregoing

the frequent images of remembering, finding what has been lost, hidden treasure, and so on. I

ended my most recent book, Lucid Dreaming: A Concise Guide to Awakening in Your Dreams

and in Your Life, with a story called “The Precious Jewel.” In a remote realm of perfection, the

son and daughter of a king undertake a mission to descend into another world and seek, and



bring back, a precious Jewel. They journeyed in disguise to a strange land whose inhabitants

almost all lived a dark existence. Such was the effect of that place that they soon lost touch

with each other and with all memory of their origins and mission. Wandering in an increasingly

deep sleep, they soon took their reveries to be the only reality. When the king heard of his

children’s plight, he sent this reminder: “Remember your mission, awaken from your dream,

and remain together.” With this message they roused themselves and braved the perils

surrounding the Jewel, and with its magical aid they returned to their realm of light, where they

remain in increased happiness evermore.If it weren’t likely to be considered precious by some,

and blasphemous by others, I’d call Andrew Rinpoche, the Tibetan honorific meaning “Precious

Jewel.” But I can use an American honorific metaphor and say that Andrew is a jewel. And that,

in a tigle, is why I wrote this foreword. May this book help you to know him — and to find the

Jewel within yourself.I believe in the night.RAINER MARIA RILKE, Rilke’s Book of Hours: Love

Poems from God, translated by Anita Barrows and Joanna MacyPrologueEVERY HUMAN

BEING on this planet sleeps and dreams. It’s a silent unifying feature of all humanity.

Everybody knows what it feels like to fall into tranquil sleep, and everybody knows what it’s like

to be jolted awake. We’ve all had nightmares, blissful dreams, or difficulty with sleep. Right

now, as you read this, about half of the people on Earth are sleeping and dreaming, snuggled

into a mysterious state of consciousness. If you could stand on a stationary point in space and

look at our planet for twenty-four hours, you would see the blanket of darkness drape across

the globe. The front end of this comforter would be tucked around billions of people (and

countless trillions of animals) as they fell into sleep, while the back end would be pulled off to

arouse billions of others to the rays of the morning sun. And so we spend our lives, day after

day and night after night, succumbing to the power of the cosmos as the spin of our planet

forces us into its circadian rhythm — and into states of consciousness we know very little

about.Have you ever wondered what’s going on when you sleep and dream? What are these

shadowy states of consciousness we all share? Is there a way to use the night and bring

sleeping and dreaming onto the path of psychological and spiritual growth? Can we use the

process of sleep to “wake us up”? This book will show you that yes, you can. In the following

pages you will discover an amazing world waiting for you in the stillness of the night. This world

is full of wonder, mystery, and infinite profundity. It’s the world of the inner space of your own

mind, a dimension of reality that’s as deep and vast as the outer space of the cosmos.We

spend more time in bed than any other single place, dead to the outer world, but potentially

alive to an exciting inner world. About a third of our lives is lost in this inner space, and up to six

years is spent in the dream world. From the cozy cradle to the nestled grave, some of the most

momentous events of life occur on the mattress: we have ecstatic sex, give joyful birth, get

miserably sick, and often die in bed. But the opportunities for psychological and spiritual

evolution that are available in bed are even more momentous. Given the proper tools, turning

off outer experiences allows us to turn on breathtaking inner ones.I stumbled into this inner

world nearly forty years ago and have been exploring it ever since. Like you, I’ve been

dreaming my entire life, and some of the most remarkable experiences I’ve ever had occurred

in my dreams. In my early twenties, one such experience changed my life.I had just completed

an exhausting five-year double-degree undergraduate program in music and biology, and I took

a year off before going to graduate school. I spent the first half of this year working in a

maximum-security federal prison. My job was to supervise inmate construction crews: motley

gangs of killers, rapists, extortionists, and thieves. It was a gritty introduction to the shadow

side of life. As I befriended these tough guys, I saw that their crimes for the most part were just

surface expressions; I came to see these men as people who were just like me but who had



lost their way.For the second half of that year I worked as a surgical orderly. My job was to prep

patients for surgery, deliver them to the operating room, and later take them into the recovery

room. It involved intimate care and led to stark discoveries about the harsh realities of illness

and death. Because I was thinking about going to medical school, I became the teacher’s pet

to a number of surgeons. They allowed me to watch countless operations and ask endless

questions. It was a marvelous opportunity to learn about life and death. As a young man, I

experienced these two jobs as a sobering introduction to the human condition.During that year

I was also becoming interested in the ideas associated with the burgeoning New Age

movement. I had started a practice of Transcendental Meditation (TM) two years earlier and

was getting involved with other spiritual practices. TM showed me that there were dimensions

of reality deeper than my external world, a surface world that was slapping me in the face with

these two job experiences. I was also reading a great deal, things like The Seth Material,

Edgar Cayce, pop psychology, and quirky books about dreams. The juxtaposition of heavenly

spiritual experiences and hellish introductions into psychological, social, and physical disease

shook me to the core. How could I reconcile my blissful spiritual states with the harsh realities

of the prison and the hospital?About six months into the year, I started having dreams that

seemed to foreshadow something. These recurrent dreams, which increased in frequency,

generated an ineffable sense of anticipation. I knew something was about to happen. One day,

while deeply contemplating one of my New Age books, my mind suddenly broke open. In an

instant I was flooded with insights and visions of an entirely new world. It was as if a huge

spiritual hammer slammed down on top of my skull and split me apart. Words defy me even

decades later. This new world was a kaleidoscope of electrifying perceptions, like having

eyelids peeled back on eyes I never knew I had. I felt awake for the very first time, jolted from

the slumber that had been my life.I remained in this ecstatic state for two weeks, convinced

that this is what it meant to be spiritually reborn, or mystically awakened. Two aspects of the

experience stood out, one related to the night and the other to the day, both of which were

connected to dreams. The first was that my dream life exploded. I had dozens of powerful

dreams, many of which were lucid (which means I realized I was dreaming while still remaining

in the dream), while others were prophetic. Many of these dreams were hyper-real, more

intense and real than waking experience. I started a dream diary and within those two weeks

had filled several notebooks. It was as if my deepest unconscious mind erupted and a volcano

of dreams burst forth. Some of those dreams still guide my life today.The second aspect was

that my daytime experience became very dreamlike. My world had become fluid, illusory, and

groundless. I saw everything as a transparent symbol. When I walked along the shore of Lake

Michigan near my house, the waves were teaching me about the rising and falling of thoughts

in my mind. When the sun broke through the clouds, it was a teaching about the awakened

mind shining through the gaps between my thoughts. A rainbow was showing me the transient

and ephemeral nature of things. Everywhere I looked, it was as if the world was sending me a

message. I was treading a fine line between metanoia and paranoia (that is, deriving spiritual

meaning from my world versus imputing excessive meaning to it). In addition to my burgeoning

dream diary, I also filled several notebooks with insights delivered during the day. I was thrust

into a dazzling and highly surreal experience. It’s impossible to convey the impact of these

miraculous weeks, which remain the most transformative of my life.Because my daytime

experience was becoming more dreamlike and my nighttime dreams were becoming more real

(clear and stable), I had a hard time determining if I was awake or asleep. There were times

when my dreams felt super-real and waking experience became the dream. These previously

separate worlds were mixing together.This was entertaining at first but became progressively



disconcerting. An experience that started out so fresh became frightening. Where was my solid

and secure world? I was losing my grip on reality. Instead of asking myself, “Is this

enlightenment?” I began to panic and ask, “Is this madness?” My thrill in being spiritually

awake was replaced with my fear of being insane.I felt that if I went to a therapist, I would

probably be medicated, or even institutionalized. The contemplative psychiatrist R. D. Laing

said, “Attempts to wake before our time are often punished, especially by those who love us

most. Because they, bless them, are asleep. They think anyone who wakes up, or who, still

asleep, realizes that what is taken to be real is a ‘dream’ is going crazy.”1 In a desperate

attempt to reestablish some sense of ground, and therefore sanity, I shut the experience down.

I jumped into my Volkswagen Beetle, drove to Colorado, and joined my buddies to drink and ski

my way back to sanity.Within a week of intense distraction, my sense of a stable world began

to rebuild. I don’t know if it was the beer, my rowdy friends, or spending so much time in nature,

but I breathed a massive sigh of relief as that unworldly two-week experience faded and I

regained my sense of reality.I returned to Michigan and resumed my job as a surgical orderly.

But something had changed. The hangovers from my drinking binges couldn’t completely

erase the hangover of my otherworldly experiences. Within a few months I felt stable enough to

begin venturing back into what I had experienced. I knew that something profound, and

profoundly disturbing, had happened. Even though I had successfully forced myself back to

reality, I had glimpsed a new world, and dreams were a big part of it. So began my exploration

into the world of sleep and dream.I started reading everything I could about dreams. I read

Sigmund Freud, Carl Jung, and countless books from psychologists, scientists, mystics, and

quacks.2 They were helpful but also incomplete. I still couldn’t understand what happened. One

day I started reading about Buddhism and was immediately struck that “buddha” literally means

“the awakened one.” What does that mean? Awake as opposed to what? What did the Buddha

awaken from, and what did he awaken to?The more I studied Buddhism, the more I

understood what had happened to me. These teachings were the only thing I encountered that

could explain my outrageous two-week ride. Inspired by the story of the Buddha and the

resonance of his teachings with my experience, I became committed to “waking up,” which

makes me a Buddhist in the purest sense. For the past thirty years I have continued my study

and practice of this gentle tradition. When I finally came upon the Buddhist teachings on dream

yoga, which is when you strive to have lucid dreams with the goal of doing specific practices

within them, I knew I had come home.Even though I consider myself a Buddhist, I’m primarily

interested in the pursuit of the truth, and discovering the nature of reality. This truth may

include or transcend traditional or even New Age religion, as well as science and philosophy.

I’m interested in personal evolution, and I don’t care what does it. So while the teachings in this

book are based on the wisdom of the Buddhist tradition — and in particular, Tibetan Buddhism

— they also come from psychology, science, and my own experience. No one has a patent on

truth. Just as my experience joined day and night, this book will continue the theme of unity as

I join the wisdom of the East with the knowledge of the West in an attempt to bring this

wondrous world of the night into the crisp light of the day.As a final thought, there is promise

and peril in sharing spiritual experiences, including powerful dreams. The promise is that it can

inspire and connect you to others. The peril is that it can inflate the ego, and deflate the

potency of the experience. In my Buddhist tradition we are advised not to share these

experiences. The renowned Tibetan master Tulku Urgyen Rinpoche (“Rinpoche” is an honorific

term meaning “the precious one”) said that talking about spiritual experiences is like being in a

cave with a candle and giving your candle away. You’re left in the dark. These experiences

arise in the sanctuary of silence, and they should remain in that sanctuary.3In the lucid



dreaming literature there are many books where authors convey their proficiency by reporting

how many lucid dreams they’ve had, describing how easily they can induce them, or sharing

transformative dreams. I understand the need for this, and often find inspiration in their reports.

Mastery in lucidity has no established credentials, so writers instill confidence in their readers

by sharing their experiences. We also don’t have role models in this young field, certified

dream heroes we can emulate.What do you do when modesty is the result of mastery? How do

you convey that mastery without violating the modesty, or prevent slipping into a performative

contradiction (that is, unwittingly falling into the trap you espouse to avoid)?4 This is why you’ll

have a hard time finding masters of dream yoga. They don’t talk about their experiences. As

the Taoist tradition proclaims, “He who knows does not speak. He who speaks does not

know.”So even though I start this book by sharing a life-changing experience, I will tread a

middle way, erring on the side of omission. I will occasionally rely on the dream reports of

others to convey what is possible in the night. It’s a delicate dance, this tiptoe between

conveying inspiration and feeding self-aggrandizement. Even humility can cloak arrogance.

Suffice it to say that many of the most powerful experiences of my life continue to occur in my

dreams. These dreams are often more vibrant than anything in waking reality, and they have

frequently changed my life. I believe in the night.This is a dream. I am free. I can

change.TENZIN WANGYAL RINPOCHEIntroductionAdventures in ConsciousnessTHE

JOURNEY WE are about to take in the course of this book is both fun and profound. Most

people have no idea about the extent of possibilities that exist for this adventure in

consciousness, an adventure in the darkness of the night.We begin our journey with lucid

dreaming. “Lucid dreaming” is when you realize you’re dreaming, but without waking up from

the dream. You’re fully conscious within the dream and can do almost anything you want within

it. Lucid dreaming is the ultimate in home entertainment. Your mind becomes the theater, and

you are the producer, director, writer, and main actor. You can script the perfect love story or

the craziest adventure. Lucid dreaming can also be used to solve problems, rehearse

situations, and work through psychological issues. (For books specifically about lucid

dreaming, see the suggested reading list at the end of this book.) From the trivial to the

transcendent, lucid dreaming is a spectrum of experience mostly concerned with worldly

matters and self-fulfillment.Going deeper, lucid dreaming can develop into dream yoga, and

become a spiritual practice. This is not to say that lucid dreaming isn’t spiritual. It can be. But

as a practice, and in contrast to dream yoga, lucid dreaming doesn’t have as many spiritually

oriented methods. “Yoga” is that which yokes, or unites. Dream yoga unites you with deeper

aspects of your being; it is more concerned with self-transcendence.Other traditions work with

sleep and dreams for spiritual purposes, including Sufi and Taoist dream practice, aspects of

Transcendental Meditation, and Yoga Nidra. I will focus principally on Tibetan Buddhist dream

yoga because this is a specialty of this branch of Buddhism.From the etymology of “buddha,”

all the way to the nocturnal meditations, this tradition has explored the nighttime mind for over

twenty-five centuries. In the biographical poem the Buddhacarita (“Life of the Buddha”), it is

said that the Buddha attained his enlightenment through four “watches of the night.” In the first

watch, the soon-to-be Buddha gained recollection of his past lives and knowledge of the cycle

of rebirth. In the second watch, he saw that all beings go through this cycle and that karma

drives the wheel of life. During the third watch, he saw the means of liberation from this cycle.

And in the fourth watch, just at the break of dawn, he attained the great awakening and

became the Buddha. Following his example, we will similarly “watch” the night in a new and

illuminating light.The exact origin of dream yoga is opaque in Buddhism. Some scholars trace

dream yoga back to the Buddha. Namkhai Norbu, a master of the Nyingma school of Tibetan



Buddhism, says it originated in the tantras (especially the Mahamaya Tantra), which are

shrouded in mystery and authorship.1 Guru Rinpoche, the founder of the Nyingma tradition

who brought Buddhism from India to Tibet, taught dream yoga as part of his cycle of teachings.

In the Kagyu and Gelugpa traditions, dream yoga is taught mostly in the Six Yogas of Naropa,

which is perhaps the oldest certain source. Naropa gathered the Six Yogas but was not their

author. Lama Thubten Yeshe says, “The Six Yogas of Naropa were not discovered by Naropa.

They originated in the teachings of Lord Buddha, and were eventually transmitted to the great

eleventh-century Indian yogi Tilopa, who in turn transmitted them to his disciple Naropa.”2 But

the Indian master Lawapa (“master of the blanket,” also known as Kambala) is the author of

dream yoga as presented in the Six Yogas. He passed the teachings on to Jalandhara, who

passed them to Krishnacharya, who taught them to Naropa. Tilopa, who is the founder of the

Kagyu tradition, attributes dream yoga specifically to Lawapa.My study of dream and sleep

yoga comes from all these lineages (and others as well), but my practice of dream and sleep

yoga is mostly from the Six Yogas of Naropa. Four of the Six Yogas will be central to our

journey in this book: illusory form yoga, dream yoga, sleep yoga, and bardo yoga. The other

two yogas are chandali (inner heat) yoga and phowa (ejection of consciousness) yoga, which

are beyond the scope of this book.We tend to think of yoga as physical, stretching the body

into various postures, but there are also mental yogas that work to stretch the mind. As a

mental yoga, dream yoga may leave stretch marks on your mind. But stretching, at any level, is

good for growth. Just as physical yoga makes your body more flexible, dream yoga makes your

mind more flexible: that is, adaptable, pliable, malleable, supple, accommodating, compliant,

amenable — and open. Who wouldn’t want a mind like this? Once a mind is open and pliable,

you can wrap it around all sorts of new experiences.With dream yoga, instead of using your

mind as an entertainment center, you turn it into a laboratory. You experiment with dream

meditations and study your mind using the medium of dreams. At this point you become a

“spiritual oneironaut.” Oneirology is the study of dreams, and oneironauts (pronounced “oh-

NIGH-ronots”) are those who navigate the dream world. Just like astronauts explore the outer

space of the cosmos, oneironauts explore the inner space of the mind.While dream yoga

originated as a Buddhist practice, the Dalai Lama says, “It is possible [to practice dream yoga]

without a great deal of preparation. Dream yoga could be practiced by non-Buddhists as well

as Buddhists. If a Buddhist practices dream yoga, he or she brings a special motivation and

purpose to it. In the Buddhist context the practice is aimed at the realization of emptiness [the

nature of reality]. But the same practice could be done by non-Buddhists.”3 Emptiness is a core

doctrine in Buddhism, and a central theme of our journey. It is also one of the most

misunderstood concepts in all of Buddhism. We will return to the concept of emptiness

frequently in this book and gradually unpack it.Taking this practice further, dream yoga can

develop into “sleep yoga,” an advanced meditation in which awareness spreads not only into

dreams but into deep dreamless sleep. Staying awake during dreamless sleep is an age-old

practice in Tibetan Buddhism. With sleep yoga, your body goes into sleep mode, but your mind

stays awake. You drop consciously into the very core of your being, the most subtle formless

awareness — into who you truly are.If you want to go even further, there’s one final destination

of the night. Dream yoga and sleep yoga can develop into “bardo yoga,” the famous Tibetan

practices that use the darkness of the night to prepare for the darkness of death. “Bardo” is a

Tibetan word that means “gap, interval, transitional state, or in between,” and in this case it

refers to the gap between lives. If you believe in rebirth and want to know what to do after you

die, bardo yoga is for you. On one level, all of dream yoga and sleep yoga is a preparation for

death.Lucid dreaming, dream yoga, sleep yoga, and bardo yoga are the evolution of the “dark



practices” that comprise this book. Illusory form yoga is their daytime counterpart. These

practices are designed to bring light into some of the deepest and darkest aspects of your

being. In this book we’ll focus mostly on lucid dreaming and dream yoga (including the daytime

practice of illusory form), with some discussion of sleep yoga and a brief survey of bardo yoga

for those who are interested in these more advanced practices. An entirely new world of

“nightlife” awaits you in the dark, and with the techniques presented here, you will have

everything you need to safely explore this deep inner space.While I’ve never seen anyone get

into trouble with dream yoga, as with any discipline it may not be for everyone. People with

dissociation or depersonalization tendencies should consult with a mental health professional

before undertaking lucid dreaming or dream yoga. Those with psychotic predispositions, or

anyone suffering from a loss of a stable sense of reality, could potentially worsen those

dissociative states of mind. As with any meditation, it’s always good to check your motivation. If

you’re looking to escape from reality, the nighttime meditations are probably not for you.4So

who is this book for? It’s for anyone interested in the thrill of waking up in their dreams, and

having the time of their life in the privacy of their own mind. It’s for anyone wanting to make

better use of the twenty-four hours of each day, and for those wondering what happens when

they sleep and dream. It’s for intrepid pioneers interested in exploring the frontiers of

consciousness, and the nature of mind and reality. It’s for anyone interested in psychological

and spiritual development, those who want to learn about the creative powers of the mind, and

those who want to prepare for death. Finally, it’s for those drawn to Buddhist practice, and

interested in waking up in the spiritual sense.This may seem ambitious. But remember that if

you live to be ninety years old, you’ve spent thirty of those years sleeping, and entered the

dream world around half a million times. That’s a lot of time in a state of consciousness you

know very little about. Don’t you want to change that? Think about how much you could learn

in “night school” if you had even a few of those thirty extra years.How to Read This BookWhile

this book shows you how to have lucid dreams and what to do with them, it is designed to go

deeper. Many fine books (listed in the suggested reading list) are available to introduce you to

the world of lucid dreaming. This book is written to show you how vast and profound this world

truly is, and how far it can take you. It’s more of a philosophical and spiritual journey into the

practices of the night, geared to support the practices themselves and the experiences that

unfold from them. If you want to limit your journey to the wonders of lucid dreaming alone, you

will learn how to do that. But the heart of this book is to show you that dreams can be used to

remove suffering and achieve lasting happiness, which is one way to define enlightenment.This

book is therefore about waking up from the delusion that results in samsara, which is the

conventional world filled with dissatisfaction and suffering (and set in contrast to nirvana, or

enlightenment). As the political commentator Bill Maher says, “Anytime there’s mass delusion,

bad things follow.” This comment applies to the full spectrum of delusion, from cults all the way

down to delusions about the nature of reality. As we will see, we are all unwitting members of

the cult of materialism, the mass delusion that things are fundamentally solid, lasting, and

independent, the central characteristics of samsara. Our mission in this book is to point out this

delusion, a fallacy that Buddhism defines as being asleep to the true nature of things, and to

wake up from it. And anytime there’s mass awakening or truth, good things follow.While lucid

dreaming is more of a Western phenomenon, dream yoga, sleep yoga, and bardo yoga come

mostly from Tibetan Buddhism. Our journey will unite both worlds, the best of the East and

West. The Indian philosopher Mahadevan said that the main difference between Eastern and

Western philosophy is that the West develops its view of reality from a single state of

consciousness (the waking state), while the East draws from all states of consciousness,



including that of dream and sleep. It’s more comprehensive.The Tibetans have been exploring

these states of consciousness for over a thousand years, with the explicit intent of using

sleeping and dreaming as ways to understand life and death. This isn’t merely philosophical

understanding, but knowledge that is designed to remove suffering. So while dream yoga and

sleep yoga (let alone bardo yoga) can seem esoteric and otherworldly, they have extremely

practical applications for how to live.Because the spectrum of nighttime practices, ranging from

lucid dreaming all the way to bardo yoga, covers such a wide range of experiences, this book

takes a broad-spectrum approach. This is in line with several themes that structure this book:

the three levels of mind, as discussed in chapters 2, 9, and 10, and the three levels of body, as

discussed in chapters 5 and 10. These three levels go from gross to subtle, outer to inner, the

familiar to the unfamiliar. This threefold approach is inherent throughout the corpus of Buddhist

teachings, which themselves are presented via the Three Yanas and the Three Turnings.5The

following material will therefore go from the familiar to the unfamiliar, from the exoteric to the

esoteric, from easy to more difficult. For example, most people are familiar with the psyche and

the outer body (which here will be treated as the first levels of mind and body), so this material

is straightforward. However, most people are not familiar with the concepts of the “clear-light

mind” and the “very subtle body” (here discussed as the third levels of mind and body), so this

material may be more alien.This book is like a tour into your innermost self. As many

guidebooks say, we’re going to leave familiar territory and journey into foreign lands. It takes an

intrepid spirit to leave the comfortable and familiar and travel into the unknown, but as any

seasoned world traveler knows, the moments of hassle and discomfort are worth it. You will

return from this inner journey, just as you would any outer sojourn, a better and more worldly

person. You will become infinitely more cosmopolitan because you will connect not just to the

people you might meet in places like Istanbul or Delhi (if you were to venture out into the

world), but to all people everywhere as you venture into a shared inner domain.This inner

journey may take you temporarily out of the comfort zone of your familiar home in the gross

mind and outer body, but it will eventually deliver you to your true home in the center of

yourself, and the bed of mind that you share with all sentient beings. Then you might arise from

this bed and come back from this inner journey to re-inhabit your outer forms, and your

everyday life, with the newfound treasures you have discovered within. And perhaps, just like

the masters of old, you will then offer these riches to others and invite them to do the

same.While this book generally progresses from gross to subtle, and familiar to unfamiliar,

there are early sections that may stretch you, and conversely there is material toward the end

where you can relax. You can either read these challenging sections, or simply skip them and

go on to easier information. Many of these sections begin by alerting the reader about

challenges to come, but others glide into deeper material without such a preface.I’ve tried to

make this book as accessible as possible, sprinkling in personal stories and anecdotes,

injecting supporting quotes, and constantly showing how these sometimes esoteric teachings

apply to every moment of our lives. I endeavor to pay homage to the depth of this material

while providing the occasional oasis of ease. Like any good yoga, this book will stretch and

then relax. And as with physical yoga, the best way to expand and grow is to feel the stretch,

and let it work on you as you gently lean into it.As a note to encourage the reader, all the

chapters prior to actual dream yoga practice (chapter 14) are designed to set the stage for

dream yoga. In Buddhism, it is often taught that the preliminaries are more important than the

main practice. If you plow a field, remove the weeds, fertilize it properly, and do so during the

correct season, the seeds you plant will flourish. If you don’t, it’s like dropping seeds on untilled

ground in the dead of winter. Dream yoga is subtle. Without working the field of your mind in



advance, it may not take root.Finally, you will find many endnotes to further enrich the material.

With these endnotes I give myself the license to write with freedom. You can refer to them

during a first reading, skip them entirely, or attend to them in a second reading of the book. I’ll

often read the endnotes of a book collectively when I finish reading each chapter. My hope is

that they will augment the main text without distracting you.We’ll start discussing the many

benefits of the nighttime practices right away, and summarize them in chapter 19. If you just

can’t wait, or want to know why you should bother with these nocturnal meditations, then jump

ahead and read chapter 19 now. The numerous benefits may surprise you.Three Wisdom

ToolsTo take this journey inward, we’re going to engage the three prajnas, or “wisdom tools,” of

hearing, contemplating, and meditating.6 Hearing, or reading, about something leads to

contemplating upon it, which leads to meditating on it. By reading and thinking about this

material, you will be engaging the first two wisdom tools. In our voyage this is like filling the gas

tank, getting a good map, and stocking up on all the necessities for a big trip. But the journey

truly begins when you start to meditate, when you actually turn the ignition on and engage the

yogas that take you within. This is when you’ll replace the map with the territory, savor the

uniqueness of this trip, and make your own discoveries as you travel into the core of your

being.The three wisdom tools are the way we ingest, digest, and metabolize the teachings until

they literally become us. If we remain at the level of hearing and contemplating alone, we’ll

remain at the level of mere philosophy. The teachings may tickle your intellect or entertain you,

but they won’t fundamentally change you.Once you chew on the material and bring it into your

system through the embodied practice of meditation, the teachings can transform you because

this is when you feel them. Otherwise the material stays safely and aseptically tucked away in

your head. The three wisdom tools take information from your head and deliver it down into

your heart and guts. This is where you really feel things, and where you’re truly fed. This is

where you transform cerebral data into somatic fiber.We’re going to try to uproot the basis of

samsara, which involves transcending fear. And as the religious scholar Reza Aslan says,

“Fear is impervious to data.” You’re not going to get at it by hearing, or even contemplating. To

transform fear, you have to work at the level of feeling, which is where you touch what you’re

trying to transform — exactly what meditation is designed to do.When you’re around someone

who has done this inner work, and has fully incorporated the teachings with deep meditation,

you can feel it. You can tell that this is a person who practices what they preach and is

someone you can trust. For me, this has always been a guide for identifying an authentic

teacher. Is what they say more than just talk? Do they embody their teachings? Do they live

their truth? I have had the good fortune of being around some of the most intelligent people on

this planet, from famous scientists to world-renowned philosophers. I find them infinitely

fascinating. But the ones who really touch me, who truly move me, who inspire me to change,

are the most meditative people on this planet.It is through the three wisdom tools that

knowledge is transformed into wisdom. So the real point of this book is meditation, or yoga, the

final instrument of wisdom. Take these teachings and yoke them to your life through the

meditations presented in the following pages.The Tibetan word for “meditation” is gom, which

means “to become familiar with.” It is through meditation that you will become familiar with

previously unfamiliar inner states of mind and body.7 It is with meditation that you take this

miraculous tour into the cosmos within. So while there is plenty in this book to feed the casual

tourist, the book comes to life when you make the journey for yourself. As the Buddha himself

said of his teachings (but in the language of today), “Don’t take my word on it. Find out for

yourself.”From the point of view of the Buddhist teachings, the way to make progress is to have

a deeper understanding of our own mind, which amounts to understanding that the world and



our perception of it are illusory.DZIGAR KONGTRUL, Buddhadharma1What Is a Lucid

Dream?“LUCID DREAM” IS a term hinted at by the scholar Marquis d’Hervey de Saint-Denys

(1822–1892), but which was coined by the Dutch psychiatrist Frederik van Eeden (1860–

1932).1 In the West, lucid dream accounts go back as far as Aristotle, with the first Western

lucid dream report written in 415 CE by Saint Augustine. A lucid dream is when you wake up to

the fact that you’re dreaming, but you still remain in the dream — that is, you’re dreaming and

you know it.2 The validity of lucid dreaming was scientifically proven in 1975 by the

psychologist Keith Hearne at Hull University, and then independently by Stephen LaBerge in

l977 at Stanford.3 LaBerge is arguably the father of modern lucid dreaming, and his books

Lucid Dreaming: The Power of Being Awake and Aware in Your Dreams (1985) and Exploring

the World of Lucid Dreaming (1990, coauthored with Howard Rheingold) are classics. Prior to

these pioneering studies, the idea of “lucid dreaming” was mostly dismissed by the scientific

community. How can you be awake and dreaming at the same time? LaBerge and Hearne

proved that you can, and lucid dreaming gained a foothold in the West.In that magical instant

of awakening within the dream, everything changes. What just a moment ago had total control

over you now comes under your control. Instead of being blown around helplessly by the

dictates of the dream, you now dictate the dream. You can do whatever you want, and no one

can see you. You can fly, have sex with a movie star, or rob Fort Knox.4Dreams are truth-

tellers.5 They reveal our deepest unconscious tendencies, as any psychologist or dream

interpreter can attest.6 This same maxim applies to working with dreams on a spiritual level, as

we will see throughout this book. The moniker for dream yoga in the classic texts is “the

measure of the path.” Dream yoga will show you a great deal about who you are, and where

you stand on the path.Try this brief contemplation, and be ruthlessly honest: What would you

do if you could become invisible? What might that reveal? Would you act selflessly or selfishly?

Plato addressed this issue in The Republic, where he talks about the “Myth of the Ring of

Gyges.” In this myth the shepherd Gyges discovers a magical ring that gives him the power of

invisibility. Plato uses this myth to talk about morality — what would you do if you were invisible

and nobody could hold you accountable for your actions? Would you work to benefit others

(which, in Buddhist terms, would reveal an evolved being with a purified mind), or would you

fulfill your wildest fantasies (which would reveal a normal being with a defiled mind)? Gyges

used his invisibility to fulfill his raw desires. Lucid dreaming gives you a chance to live the myth

of Gyges, and to learn from it.Lucidity is not an “all-or-nothing” affair. There is a spectrum

ranging from barely lucid to hyper-lucid, and from the shortest flashes of lucidity to lucid

dreams lasting over an hour. For example, being barely lucid might involve acknowledging on

some level that you’re having a dream, but not acting with full comprehension. You might still

flee from perceived danger, or treat dream characters as if they were real. Hyper-lucid

dreaming would be full comprehension of the dreamlike nature of your experience in the

dream, recognizing that even the sense of self in the dream is being dreamt. Hyper-lucidity

could also refer to colors and forms in the dream that seem more vibrant and real than

anything in waking experience. You can also be non-lucid in a dream, become lucid to it, then

drop into non-lucidity again.The good news about lucid dreaming is that even though it may

take practice to have such dreams regularly, it just takes one instant of recognition and you’re

“in.” One flash of recognition transforms a non-lucid dream into a lucid one. I’ve been to many

lucid dream seminars where people get discouraged by their inability to trigger lucidity, but then

the next night it suddenly happens. That single instance is often enough to ignite a passion for

lucid dreams. There’s nothing quite like a lucid dream, and when you have one, it’s irresistible

to want more. The following chapters will show you how to have these magical dreams.Facts



and FiguresHere are some general facts about lucid dreaming: Young children tend to have

lucid dreams more frequently, an occurrence that drops off around age sixteen. Younger

people in general are more likely to have lucid dreams than older folks. Lucidity occurs as early

as age three, but it seems most likely to happen around ages twelve to fourteen.7 On average,

lucid dreamers have three to four lucid dreams each month, with the average length of lucidity

being about fourteen minutes. Some 58 to 70 percent of people will have at least one lucid

dream during their life.8The benefits of lucid dreaming are remarkable. Here’s a sampling:• �

Lucid dreaming can aid with nightmares and depression. Up to 8 percent of adults suffer from

chronic nightmares. In a study at Utrecht University in the Netherlands, participants underwent

lucid dreaming treatment (LDT), which included coming up with alternative endings to their

nightmares. Those who were able to do so reduced the number of their nightmares.9• �Lucid

dreams can boost your confidence, help you overcome shyness, manage grief, and give you

the chance to rehearse things, like a performance or presentation. They can also prepare you

for events you expect to be emotionally difficult, by giving you the chance to experience them in

your dreams in advance of the actual worldly event. For example, a friend of mine was able to

prepare for her mother’s approaching death by having lucid dreams about that sad event and

using those dreams as opportunities to practice letting go. This form of anticipatory grief can

soften the blow of real grief.• �Lucid dreamers may be better at solving problems, according to

recent studies. In some problem-solving situations, people need to “step back from perceived

reality, reflect on it, and evaluate the perceptual evidence,” write the authors of this study. How

does this connect to lucidity in dreams? The same authors continue, “For the insight that leads

to lucidity, people also seem able to step back from the obvious interpretation and consider a

remote and, at the time, implausible option — that it is all a dream.”10 In other words, new

perspective can be innovative. The biggest problem of them all is samsara, which is the

confused world of conventional reality defined by dissatisfaction and suffering, and lucid

dreaming has the potential to solve even that.• �Lucid dreaming has been shown to improve

motor skills, which means it has the ability to help you with any physical activity, from playing

the piano to athletic performance. It makes sense, because lucid dreams activate the brain in

the same way as waking life. If you work on a math problem in your dream, for example, your

left hemisphere is stimulated just as it would be during the day. If you sing in your dream, the

right hemisphere is activated. If you do squats in a lucid dream, your physical heart rate

increases. The extraordinary thing is that the effects from your nightly activity continue into the

day. Training your dream body can train your physical body. For those with no time left during

the day to do things, it’s like adding a night shift.11• �Lucid dreaming can facilitate healing. One

doctor published a paper about a patient with a twenty-two-year history of chronic pain who

cured himself overnight with a single lucid dream. “I’m no expert on lucid dreams,” says

psychiatrist Mauro Zappaterra. “But the man woke up with no pain. He said it was like his brain

had shut down and rebooted. A few days later, he walks in the VA pharmacy and actually

returns his medication — 300 tabs of levorphanol. To me that’s pretty convincing

evidence.”12Lucid dreaming is becoming the latest rage. People are using it to get an edge on

their competition. Researchers are working with it to treat PTSD. Sleep scientists in Germany

are using it to enhance focus and performance in athletes. Actors, inventors, artists, writers,

and musicians are increasingly practicing lucid dreaming to enhance creativity. The

psychologist Janine Chasseguet-Smirgel writes, “The process of creation [is] accompanied by

the capacity to communicate with the most primitive layers of the unconscious”13 — layers of

the unconscious that can be accessed in your dreams. Dreaming in general has been

connected to creativity for eons, and the literature is replete with examples. The German



chemist Friedrich Kekule discovered the molecular structure of benzene in a dream, James

Cameron’s dream of a robot-man eventually became the movie The Terminator, Robert Louis

Stevenson came up with the plot for his novella The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde in

a dream, and Paul McCartney’s song “Yesterday” came to him in a dream.The current

popularity of lucid dreaming is both a blessing and a curse. We’ll explore the blessings

throughout this book. The curse is that dreams, as being unreal, are often not taken seriously.

Cultures that honor dreams are often dismissed as primitive. “It’s just a dream” is a trivializing

comment, albeit one with provisional validity. But if we dismiss our dreams and discharge lucid

dreaming as just another virtual reality game, we will dismiss a profound opportunity to explore

the nature of mind and reality. The truly primitive cultures may well be those that dismiss the

power of dreams, and therefore ignore the unparalleled opportunities for growth.In this book

we’re going to talk about how to strengthen the world of dreaming as a way to weaken the

world of daily appearance, so that worldly things don’t have as much power over us. In

technical terms, we can almost say that we’ll reify, or materialize, the dream world in an effort

to de-reify, or dematerialize, the waking world — until both are seen as equally real or unreal,

and we awaken to the illusory nature of both. That’s where freedom lies, and that’s what

“waking up” in the spiritual sense means.We’ll have much more to say about lucid dreams

throughout the book. Right now, let’s look at a map that can help us understand where we’re

going when we sleep and dream, and then explore how to get there.My dreamlike

formAppeared to dreamlike beingsTo show them the dreamlike pathThat leads to dreamlike

enlightenment.THE BUDDHA, from the Bhadrakalpa Sutra2A Map for Practices of the

NightBEFORE WE START a journey, especially one into darkness, we need some idea of

where we’re going and what lies ahead. We need a good map. In Buddhism this is called “right

view,” which is the first factor in the Eightfold Noble Path.1 “View” is a good term because it

denotes a sense of vision and path. It’s akin to philosophy or outlook, but more practical.

Without a good view it’s easy to get lost, detoured, or trapped in dead ends. Having no view is

like crawling around on the ground like a worm. You can waste a lot of time. But with a bird’s

eye view, you can see exactly where you’re going, and therefore get there faster.A good map is

important for the practices of the night because some people are afraid of what they might find

in the depths of their mind. Some people are afraid of the dark. The mind is uncharted territory,

shadowy, and sometimes scary. Nightmares hide in the dark alleys of the night, along with all

sorts of ghastly unconscious elements. If you’re on a spiritual path, the deeper mind is also

strewn with all kinds of booby traps and obstacles that can bump you off your path. Having the

right view is like aiming a floodlight into the night, which illuminates the journey and can

eliminate the fear.2A central theme of this book is learning how to establish a healthy

relationship to fear, and to replace that fear with courage. We’ll use the darkness of the night as

a segue into transforming fear into fearlessness. Everything we do in life requires some guts,

whether it’s applying for a job, buying a house, asking someone for a date, taking a trip,

opening a business, making a presentation, learning how to meditate, or starting something as

different as dream yoga. Even getting out of bed on a bad day can take some nerve. As the

motivational author Matthew Kelly says,The most dominant emotion today in our modern

society is fear. We are afraid. Afraid of losing the things we have worked hard to buy, afraid of

rejection and failure, afraid of certain parts of town, afraid of certain types of people, afraid of

criticism, afraid of suffering and heartache, afraid of change, afraid to tell people how we really

feel . . . We are even afraid to be ourselves. Some of these fears we are consciously aware of,

while others exist subconsciously. But these fears can play a very large role in directing the

actions of our lives . . . Fear stops more people from doing something with their lives than lack



of ability, contacts, resources, or any other single variable.3Courage, on the other hand, is the

spark of life that propels us beyond the straitjacket of our fear. Nothing of importance is ever

accomplished without courage. Look at the giants of history. Without bravery their lives would

have slid into mediocrity. Kelly states that “the measure of your life will be the measure of your

courage.” When you die, do you want to be measured by your fear and what held you back, or

by your courage and what moved you forward? Do you want to live on the sidelines as a mere

spectator, or get onto the playing field of life and really live it?While courage catalyzes, fear

paralyzes. Fear, and the hesitation born from it, smothers life so that it burns on a pilot-light

level. Things are safe, but semi-dead. The colloquialism “frozen in fear” takes on entirely new

dimensions on the spiritual path and the meditations of the night. We’re going to melt that

frozen fear and replace it with calm courage, so that we can fully come to life.On a spiritual

level, fear is what keeps us from waking up. This fear is mostly our fear of the dark. Darkness

represents the unknown, or the unconscious. We’re always afraid of what we don’t know or

can’t see. Darkness, in other words, is a code word for ignorance and the trigger for fear.4 This

darkness, or unconsciousness, has two levels: the relative and the absolute. Their distinction is

important.The Relative LevelThe relative level of our unconscious mind is where repressed

psychological stuff hangs out, the spiders and snakes of our darker mind. When Sigmund

Freud said that dreams are the royal road to the unconscious, he was referring to this relative

level. There’s a reason we repress unwanted experiences into our unconscious mind. They’re

just too painful or frightening for consciousness. But what we refuse in conscious experience

turns into the refuse (rubbish) of the relative unconscious mind. As the saying goes, “What we

resist, persists.” We didn’t want to face this refuse when it was initially experienced, and we

generally don’t want to face it when it arises in our dreams, in therapy, or in meditation. But if

we want to wake up and grow, face it we must.5 Carl Jung wrote,The personal unconscious

contains all psychic contents that are incompatible with the conscious attitude. This comprises

a whole group of contents, chiefly those which appear morally, aesthetically, or intellectually

inadmissible and are repressed on account of their incompatibility. A man cannot always think

and feel the good, the true, and the beautiful, and in trying to keep up an ideal attitude

everything that does not fit in with it is automatically repressed.6These shadow contents scare

us only because we don’t know about them. They can arise in dreams, but they mostly

generate fear when the dream is non-lucid. With proficiency in lucid dreaming, these

frightening dreams become lucid to us, and lucidity leads to control.7 So instead of running

away from frightening dream experiences, and further repressing the elements that sparked

the scary dream, we can face our demons with awareness — and therefore fearlessness —

and purify the elements that give rise to the dream. In so doing we also purify our unconscious

mind.8 It’s like lifting up a slab of flagstone in the middle of the day and having all those slimy

critters slither away from the light. The only difference is that with the light of awareness, the

creepy critters don’t just slither away to reappear somewhere else. They disappear

forever.You’re going to have scary dreams whether you engage in lucid dreaming or not. With

lucidity you can remove the fear by gaining control. Surveys have shown that while many non-

lucid dreams tend to be unpleasant, most lucid dreams are pleasant. It makes sense. Why

would you be afraid of something you can control?Some writers suggest that you can look for

an ally in your dreams, a “pacemaker,” or an internal dream guide who can accompany your

descent into the unconscious. If you have a connection to Tibetan Buddhism, there are

protectors that you can supplicate to help you on this inner journey. I’m certain that guardian

angels and the like can also be engaged to hold your hand. While viable, these are only

relative forms of protection, ones that I have never needed. The ultimate form of protection is



having the right view, and seeing through any apparent threat. In the final analysis it’s just your

mind “in there,” and that mind is basically good. If you don’t reify the contents, nothing can hurt

you.The Absolute LevelThe importance of a complete view of the unconscious mind becomes

evident when we go beyond this relative level and arrive at the absolute ground of

unconsciousness. This remarkable view, which is shared by many spiritual traditions, is a deal-

maker when it comes to dream and sleep yoga. It’s vital not only for the nighttime meditations,

but for any spiritual practice. If the relative unconscious mind were the only destination of the

nighttime yogas, it could be a deal-breaker, because of all the unwanted elements stuffed into

that level of mind. Who wants to end up in a bed of spiders and snakes? The absolute view

illuminates our final spiritual destination, day or night. It allows us to see through the dark

relative levels and to take ultimate refuge in the light that shines within.According to this more

complete view — which you can prove for yourself with the practices in this book — the

deepest level of your unconscious mind, who you really are at the ground of your being, is

perfectly pure and utterly good. Down there, below what seems to be the deepest, darkest, and

scariest aspect of your being, is the totally awakened state, the light of enlightenment.9 It’s

what Buddhism calls “buddha nature” (your awakened nature), and it has also been termed

“basic goodness.” I will discuss it using a Tibetan Buddhist term, as the “clear-light mind.”This

absolute level of the unconscious mind is radiant, loving, beneficent, and wise. The spiders and

snakes of the relative level are replaced with sages and saints. When accessed and made

conscious, this is the level of mind from which the buddhas operate. This is where your own

awakened nature also resides, and is waiting for you to discover it. Through dream yoga you

can yoke to this Buddha within, and wake up to who you really are.Even though you may not

know about this level yet, just having this view is enormously helpful. It changes everything.

Instead of having something to fear in the darkness of the night, you now have something to

look forward to. You’re going to drop into the divinity of your being, into an essence that never

dies, never changes, and is forever awake. Your relative unconscious mind may have some

surprises for you, but if you know that’s not who you really are, that below that haze is luminous

purity, you can replace anxiety with anticipation.This journey will therefore show you how to

become fearless in the dark. Once again, this is not just the darkness of the night, but the

darkness of the unknown aspects of your own mind, which is symbolized by the night. What

happens when you travel consciously through the night, with the practices outlined in this book,

is a condensation of what happens during the entire spiritual path. So this beautiful view not

only informs the meditations of the night, but every practice of the path.When you fall asleep

every night, you’re actually falling awake. You just don’t know it yet. My task is to help you know

it, and to transform this divine view into your direct experience.Relative DefenseThe relative

level of your unconscious mind is like a protective shield. Its job is to protect ignorance, for it is

the very embodiment of ignorance. This level is what keeps you in the dark, and therefore

asleep, in both the physical and spiritual sense. To be asleep in the spiritual sense means to be

unaware of your unawareness. It’s the perfect blind spot — one you don’t even know you have.

The relative level of your unconscious mind doesn’t want you to wake up to the truth, or to see

the blind spots of this outer layer of unconsciousness. Because this underworld is filled with

unpleasantries (it’s the refuse heap after all, the landfill of rejected experience), it’s very

effective in keeping you away from the truth that lies below, the absolute reality that underlies

all relative appearance.The relative unconscious mind is the birthplace and bed of the ego, and

it will do everything in its power to keep you from going deeper.10 For the ego, ignorance really

is bliss. It tries to keep you from the truth, because to penetrate the bed of ego is to see

through its façade, and for the ego, that is equivalent to death. Ego feels as if it will evaporate if



it goes below the thicket of the relative unconscious mind, so it kicks and screams to keep you

away from the deeper truth of your absolute undying self. Ego is just protecting itself, but in

doing so, it ensures your suffering. As we will see when we discuss the clear-light mind, ego

does die (or is, more accurately, seen through) when we drop from the relative to the absolute

levels of the unconscious mind. Thus, from ego’s perspective, the defensive strategies are

justified.Knowing about the clear-light mind within is fantastic news from a spiritual perspective,

but unwanted news from ego’s perspective. Since we mostly operate from ego’s point of view,

without a bigger picture of where we’re going when we drop into the absolute nature of our

mind, fierce protection in the form of resistance can arise when we (ego) think about exploring

the darkness of the night. Most people just don’t want to go there. They don’t want to be

bothered with things like dream yoga. They’d rather just sleep.The principal means of

“protection” are overt fear and covert apathy, or laziness. Fear is the lifeblood of the ego. To see

through the prickly defenses of the relative unconscious mind means seeing through our fear of

the dark. It’s like going on a quest for the Holy Grail and learning that it’s at the bottom of a

deep, dark well. We look down the well and see all sorts of slithering creatures on the surface

of the water. Without a map assuring you that the Grail is below the grime, there’s no way

you’re going to dive into that well.“Fear” is etymologically connected to “fare.” Fear is the fare,

or toll, that must be paid in order to grow. If we really want to wake up, we need to follow our

fear into and through the darkest aspects of our being, for that is where the brightest light

abides.When Joseph Campbell uttered his famous maxim, “Follow your bliss,” he was speaking

a partial truth. It is important to follow your bliss, and it can take courage, but if that’s all you do,

you’ll just get blissed out. From a spiritual perspective, it can be more valid to say, “Follow your

fear.” But similarly, if that’s all you do, you’ll just get freaked out. The Buddhist concept of the

“middle way,” or “not too tight, not too loose,” is the ideal guide. Don’t become an extremist and

lose your way by getting either snared in bliss or scared away by fear.In our journey into

nighttime darkness, “follow your fear” takes on additional significance. Fear is the minion of

ignorance — where you find ignorance, you will find fear. This is important because ignorance

itself is so subtle. It’s virtually invisible, another massive blind spot, something we’re asleep to.

In my spiritual community we talk about “klesha attacks,” where the Sanskrit word klesha

means “emotional upheaval.” It’s basically when someone loses it. It’s easy to identify klesha

attacks of passion, aggression, jealousy, or pride, for example, but I’ve never been able to say,

“I’m having an ignorance attack.” This is an irony, because if I see the world as solid, lasting,

and independent (dualistically), I’m under attack. It means I’m under attack right now, I just

don’t see it. This blindness is particularly damaging because every other visible klesha, and

therefore all our suffering, arises from this one, the stealth bomber of ignorance.So you can

use your fear, which is much more visible, to work with your ignorance. When you feel fear,

you’re getting down to it. You’re approaching some level of ignorance, and therefore the

opportunity to transcend it. If you’re serious about waking up in this life, and don’t know where

to go or what to do, go to the places that scare you. But be intelligent about it. Don’t go to

physically dangerous places, or slip into mere thrill seeking. Use your fear of the dark to lead

you to the light, not into mere entertainment.I have used this maxim to guide much of my life.

It’s the reason I went into three-year retreat nearly twenty years ago. Nothing scared me more

than having to face my mind so directly for so long. It turned out to be the most transformative

three years of my life. It’s the reason I started doing dark retreats.11 Nothing scared me more

than going into a pitch-black cabin for weeks on end to face my mind so intensely. These

retreats continue to be among the most rewarding experiences of my life. It’s the reason I’ve

studied and practiced death so extensively (my 2013 book Preparing to Die was inspired by



this study and practice). Nothing scared me more than the darkness of death. This study and

practice has removed my fear of death. And, of course, this theme continues each night as I

explore the darkness of sleep. But because I trust my map so completely, I have absolutely no

fear of this inner terrain.Oddly enough, I have always found enduring bliss within my fear.

Following my fear has always led me to real bliss, not the transient enjoyment that often results

from following my bliss alone. And strangely enough, following my bliss often leads to fear —

the fear of losing my bliss. You get the point: following your bliss can result in fear; following

your fear can result in bliss. This applies to our fear of the dark. If you’re afraid of the darkness

of your own mind as it manifests in the night, a map that shows you that bliss (the absolute

unconscious mind) is what awaits you beyond the fear (the relative unconscious mind) can

make all the difference, and inspire you to take the plunge.This is also why many spiritual

traditions are described as warrior traditions.12 In Tibetan, warriors (pawo) are “those who are

brave.” Spiritual warriors are those who are brave enough to explore the deep inner space of

their own mind. It’s dark in there. And it does take courage. But it’s only fearful if we don’t know

who we truly are, and if we remain ignorant to the fact that fear only exists at the relative levels

of our unconscious mind.I don’t want to overstate this relative level, and therefore paradoxically

keep people away from exploring their mind as they sleep and dream. Many people are already

excited about traveling consciously into the night, and for them I say: welcome aboard! But for

others a good flashlight can help.This map of the unconscious mind will become clearer, and

the journey more comfortable, when we discuss the levels of mind further in chapters 9 and 10.

The more we can see where we’re going, the more inspired we’ll become. We’ll have much

more to say about transforming fear, ignorance, darkness, and sleep into fearlessness,

wisdom, light, and awakening.In summary, fear, the primordial emotion of samsara, is the

active expression of ignorance. Ignorance is usually too subtle to see, but fear is something we

can all relate to. This ignorance is basically unfamiliarity, not knowing who we really are. By

becoming familiar with (the very definition of meditation) who we are, we transform ignorance

into wisdom, darkness into light, and replace fear with fearlessness. That is our journey in this

book.The Power of the MapAnother possible concern with dream yoga is the subtle nature of

the journey. Some people may feel they can’t do it. But I have taught dream seminars for years,

and in my experience almost everybody, with patience, can have lucid dreams and therefore

practice dream yoga. Sleep yoga is a different matter, which is why we’ll only discuss it

relatively briefly in this book. But for those who are interested, keep in mind that as you develop

stability in dream yoga, sleep yoga becomes increasingly accessible.Even if you can’t

accomplish the following practices, just knowing about lucid dreaming, dream yoga, and sleep

yoga will change the way you relate to sleep. But more importantly, this material will change the

way you relate to life. Even if it’s left at the level of the map alone, this view of reality is powerful

enough to change the way you live.13 It’s a treasure map that can alter the course of your

life.Lucid dreaming, dream yoga, and sleep yoga have a common outcome: increasing

awareness. While this book focuses on the nighttime practices, it’s actually about bringing light

into any aspect of life. Like a supernova exploding deep in the universe of your own heart, the

light will eventually arrive at the surface of your life and transform it.Anything that heightens

awareness is beneficial. While the ultimate goal is to develop constant awareness and achieve

the awakening of a buddha, even if the view only expands your awareness to a fraction of that

totality, it will help. In doing these practices for over thirty years, heightened awareness has

been the greatest benefit. I see more. Life isn’t so burdensome. My world has become softer,

more playful and childlike.As we will see, awareness is one way to talk about lucidity in an

expanded sense. The beginning, middle, and end of the path, or what Buddhism refers to as



ground, path, and fruition, are all about nurturing awareness/lucidity, which is what we will do

using the medium of our dreams. As an overview of our journey, and its practical implications,

Buddhist psychotherapist Bruce Tift says,The whole journey is — and always was — about

being present with [waking up to] reality. But something must differentiate the ground, or

starting place [being asleep], from the fruition [awakening]. When we begin, the ground — our

day-to-day reality [what we’ll refer to as “appearance”] — is experienced as if it were the whole

story. We believe it to be completely real [like a non-lucid dream]. Not only that, but we

embellish it with a running commentary in our mind — “content” that keeps us from noticing the

“context” in which our experience is arising. During the path phase, we gradually shift our

perception so that we no longer focus solely on the content of our experience — our thoughts,

feelings, sensations, and ideas. Instead, we begin to recognize [wake up to] the context in

which these experiences arise — a context that can never be captured and understood

conceptually. We call this context “awareness.” We still experience the content [the dream], but

we are simultaneously aware that it’s not the whole story; it does not completely represent

reality [we’ve become lucid]. So you might say that the ground is our present-moment

experience without awareness. The fruition is that very same experience with awareness. The

path creates the conditions for this shift of perception [waking up] to arise . . . this whole

approach is not about improving the content of our experience. Instead, it’s about creating a

shift in how we relate to the experiences we are having at any moment . . . freedom [waking up]

arises from a profound disidentification with [seeing through] any content.14We’ll return to

these themes throughout the book, and gradually unfold this summary quotation, which (with

my insertions) shows us how we can wake up to our life by waking up to our dreams.There are

many times when I’m unable to trigger lucid dreams, or too lazy to even try. That’s okay. The

view behind these practices still affects everything I do. This will become clearer when we

discuss the daytime practice of dream yoga, illusory form, which is introduced in chapter

12.We’ll also return to a deeper exploration of the map in chapter 9, when we discuss the

levels of mind. After the next chapter on sleep cycles and how to use them, we will proceed

directly with how to start having lucid dreams.By and by comes the Great Awakening, and then

we shall find out that life itself is a great dream. All the while fools think that they are awake,

busily and brightly assuming that they understand things.CHUANG TZU, The Tao of

Abundance: Eight Ancient Principles for Abundant Living3Understanding Sleep CyclesWE

TAKE SLEEP for granted, but it’s literally a lifesaver. Without sleep you would die. There’s a

rare genetic disorder called “fatal familial insomnia” that usually occurs in middle age, lasts

about a year, and always ends in death. There is no cure. Much more common is sleep apnea,

which afflicts more than 22 million Americans.1 With this condition, a person stops breathing

up to thirty times an hour and therefore never gets enough restorative sleep. Those suffering

from sleep apnea have a significantly higher risk for heart disease, stroke, and a host of other

illnesses.2 It’s a silent killer.Up to 75 million Americans have sleep disorders (there are over

seventy sleep disorders),3 and over 25 percent of Americans take a prescription medication to

help them sleep.4 In 2010, Americans spent 30 billion dollars in the sleep-assistance industry.5

Sixty-two percent of adults in the United States report sleep problems several nights a week.6

One-third of working Americans, or over 40 million people, don’t get enough sleep.7 Even if

you don’t suffer from sleep apnea, sleep problems contribute to diabetes, obesity, anxiety,

depression, immune suppression, substance abuse, strokes, heart disease, accidents, mood

disorders, and death.8 The sleep scientist William Dement says, “Sleep is one of the most

important predictors of how long you will live — as important as whether you smoke, exercise,

or have high blood pressure or cholesterol.”9Dream yoga may or may not help with sleep



disorders. It’s not meant to be a medical treatment. But it can help people relate to their

disorders in a new way, and provide ways to take advantage of them. If you suffer from

insomnia, for example, you can use your sleeplessness to practice lucid dream induction

techniques. You can take sleep obstacles and turn them into opportunities.To sleep well you

must literally do nothing. For many of us that’s not easy. But doing nothing, and doing it well, is

one aspect of meditation. So the preparatory meditations for dream yoga that we will introduce

can help with things like insomnia. It’s a nice twofer: meditation can help you “wake up” in the

spiritual sense, while helping you fall asleep in the biological sense.Why Do We Sleep?No one

knows exactly why we sleep or dream, despite many theories. We may sleep to digest learning,

to integrate memories, or for memory consolidation, taking short-term memory and making it

long-term. We may sleep to boost our immune system, and therefore prevent disease. Animal

research has shown that sleep contributes to brain plasticity and neurogenesis, which is the

formation of new neurons in the brain. Evidence also suggests that sleep cleans the brain,

flushing out toxins.10In Eastern medical theory, sleep balances the elements, which become

disturbed during the day. In this view, there are five main elements in the world — earth, water,

fire, wind, and space — and likewise there are five elements within us. With insomniacs, there

is often too much “wind,” which tends to kick us out of our body and into our head. When we go

to sleep we unwind, or un-wind. We drop back into our body (our personal earth) and ground

ourselves.11 When we really get out of balance, we don’t just get tired, we get sick. Sickness

then forces us to sleep, and to balance the elements. When I’m stressed and “windy,” I

invariably get a cold and have to sleep. In Buddhism, wind is considered the most powerful

element. The epic Kalachakra Tantra, “The King of Tantras,” asserts that “wind” creates and

destroys individual and collective world systems. If it can do that, it can surely keep us up at

night.In the Buddhist view, sleep is a product of ignorance. Indeed, “sleep” is another code

word for ignorance. Buddhas, as “the awakened ones” or “the ones who know,” literally don’t

sleep.12 Their body may go into sleep mode (they lie down at night), but their minds never

black out. The historical Buddha Shakyamuni, for example, allegedly went to Tushita heaven in

a special dream body to teach his mother as his body slept. So when the tradition asserts that

buddhas don’t sleep, it doesn’t mean they stay up all night doing physical activity. It means that

ignorance has been completely removed, and they remain forever awake, or lucid, through all

states of consciousness — waking, dreaming, and dreamless sleep.Markers of progress on the

spiritual path are tricky, but one marker may be less sleep. We have to be careful, however,

because some people simply need less sleep, which may have nothing to do with spiritual

realization. But the literature is replete with stories of advanced meditators needing just an

hour or two each night of sleep. This may be due to less grasping during the day, and less

internal conflict.13 The normal conceptual mind is constantly grasping at everything, which is

akin to lifting weights all day. It’s exhausting. Think about how tired your bicep would get if it

were constantly doing curls. As the mind relaxes its vicelike grip on thoughts and things, which

happens with meditation, it doesn’t get so tired. When we sleep, we finally get to relax and rest.

But if we’re relaxed and rested all the time, which is the mind of a buddha, there’s no need to

relax the mind at night.14Why Do We Dream?As for why we dream, many researchers believe

that dreaming helps connect various levels of memory, integrating more recent events within

long-term memories. Dreaming may also help us sort through what is most relevant to our well-

being, and one study suggests that we dream to ease painful memories.15 Other studies

submit that sleeping and dreaming stimulate lateral thinking, which is an indirect and creative

approach to problem solving.16 REM sleep (described below) is associated with the activation

of brain areas dealing with emotions, which implies that dreams may be a form of emotional



metabolism.17 Dreams may help us digest important events. In REM-deprivation studies,

where dreams are cut from life, people are quickly thrown out of physiological and emotional

balance. One can infer that, from an evolutionary point of view, dreams are essential for health

and well-being, even if we don’t know why.According to the Dalai Lama, and every resource I

could find, there is no explanation within Buddhism for why we dream. Perhaps it’s purely

soteriological, or “pertaining to deliverance.” Perhaps we dream, and wake up from our dreams,

to show us how we can deliver ourselves from samsara.Types of SleepTo most effectively learn

lucid dreaming, which is the platform for all the other nighttime practices, it helps to understand

and take advantage of our sleep cycles. Sometimes it’s best not to disturb sleep; other times

we can make use of a sleep cycle to trigger lucid dreams.There are two main kinds of sleep:

non-REM, or quiet sleep, and REM, or paradoxical sleep. REM sleep is called “paradoxical

sleep” because while the brain becomes more active during this stage, muscles become more

relaxed. Non-REM sleep is associated with restoration, deep relaxation, and an idling brain.

People who suffer from sleep apnea don’t spend enough time in non-REM sleep, and therefore

don’t get the needed restoration. (REM sleep is the sleep stage used in lucid dreaming and

dream yoga. Non-REM sleep is used in the stage associated with sleep yoga.)REM sleep,

which accounts for about 25 percent of sleep in most people, is associated with rapid eye

movement (REM), muscle twitches, sleep paralysis, an active brain, and dreaming. Sleep

paralysis (atonia), which is when voluntary muscles become temporarily paralyzed, usually

goes unrecognized, but sometimes we can be aware of it. The awareness of sleep paralysis

results from an “out of sequence” REM state. We’re not supposed to be conscious of our body

in REM sleep. We’re supposed to be sleeping or dreaming. But that’s what happens during

glimpses of sleep paralysis — we’re partly conscious when we’re not supposed to be. It’s a

temporary mix of brain states that are normally separate. In recognized sleep paralysis, REM

encroaches into wakefulness; in lucid dreaming, wakefulness encroaches into REM.I tend to

notice sleep paralysis during naps, when I’m partly asleep and partly awake. It feels as if I’m in

a straitjacket, or as if someone is pinning me down. Before I understood what was happening,

it was a panicky experience. Sleep paralysis is nature’s way of preventing us from acting out

our dreams. With certain disorders, such as REM sleep behavior disorder (RBD), sleep

paralysis doesn’t work, and folks do things like beat up their sleeping partners, completely

unaware of doing so. People have been arrested and prosecuted for this bizarre form of

domestic violence. When my dog is dreaming, I often see him twitching and semi-barking, and

I wonder what he might be chasing in his dream. Without his temporary paralysis he would

probably leap up and run into a wall. Sleepwalking and sleep talking are different, and occur in

non-REM sleep when there is no paralysis.In lucid dreaming and dream yoga, we don’t engage

with non-REM sleep because we’re generally not dreaming during non-REM sleep and we

don’t want to disturb that restorative stage. The time to apply our efforts is during REM sleep,

when dreams are mostly happening. Understanding the following stages helps us determine

when to apply our dream-induction techniques.Stages of SleepWe go through five stages

when we sleep. Each stage is associated with a brain-wave frequency, which is correlated with

brain activity. We tend to view sleep as a simple matter of “turning off,” but sleep is actually a

very active state. Our brain-wave activity is more varied during the night than it is during the

day.Until recent improvements in technology refined our understanding, scientists measured

four principal brain-wave states — beta, alpha, theta, and delta — as determined by an EEG,

or electroencephalogram.18 Waking consciousness is associated with beta and alpha, and

sleep with theta and delta. Beta waves pulsate at a frequency of 13–40 cycles per second (or

hertz) and are associated with states of concentration and stress. Alpha waves have a



frequency of 8–13 hertz and are associated with more relaxed waking states. When we go to

sleep, the brain downshifts from waking beta and alpha to theta (4–8 hertz), and eventually to

“neutral,” or the deep sleep of delta (0–4 hertz).19As brain waves settle from beta into alpha,

we enter a pre-sleep stage called the “hypnagogic” phase, which is a kind of gap (bardo)

between waking and sleeping (from the roots hypnos, “god of sleep,” and agogia, “leading to”

— a lovely image). During this stage it’s common to have feelings of falling, or hearing

someone call your name, experiences called “hypnagogic hallucinations.” The boundaries

between inside and outside, self and other, blur. Hypnagogic phenomena are interesting for

meditators, especially during long meditation sessions, as one dips in and out of sleep on the

cushion, and therefore in and out of hypnagogic states. We’ll have more to say about

hypnagogic experiences later, and how to use them, for they are a way to practice “lucid sleep

onset.” Another common event during this pre-sleep stage is called the “myoclonic (or hypnic)

jerk,” which is when you suddenly jerk awake for no obvious reason.20 The surrealist Salvador

Dalí took advantage of hypnagogic states to tap into the creative power of his unconscious

mind, giving rise to many of his dreamlike paintings. Dalí and his surrealist colleagues saw

dreams as central to their work. To stay in the pre- and post-dream state for as long as

possible, Dalí devised a system where he held a spoon cradled over his chest that would fall

onto a plate when he dozed off, waking him up. He then reset the arrangement over and over,

which allowed him to drift between waking and dreaming consciousness for extended periods.

Thus he extracted images from his unconscious-dreaming mind and used them to seed his

conscious surrealist art. Dalí’s paintings are a form of “bardo” art, drawn from the gap between

waking and dreaming.Stage 1, which lasts about five or ten minutes, is very light sleep. This is

when it’s still easy to wake someone up. The difference between deep relaxation and slipping

into stage 1 sleep occurs gradually and subtly. If you wake someone up during this stage, they

often report that they weren’t really asleep. Brain waves during this stage decrease from alpha

to theta. We spend about 4 to 5 percent of sleep here.
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Christina I. Stone, “which is a wonderfully informative book for navigating the lucid dream

world. I've been reading many lucid dreaming books of late and realize this is something

different. This is similar to the idea of sleeping qigong, which is a fast track to enlightenment

because we are able to merge with the most illusive part of us that is all knowing and

connected to everything, but that is cut off from our waking mind. I've not successfully stayed

in a lucid dream to employ the principals, but my mind and my gut tell me they are sound and

fascinating. If you just want to play around and control your dreams I'd suggest Lucid

Dreaming by Robert Waggoner, which is a wonderfully informative book for navigating the lucid

dream world, but if you want to evolve towards enlightenment then this is your book.”

LJ, “One of the best lucid dreaming books.. I have this book in both print and audible, and I still

go back and reread/listen to it frequently. Since Laberge's books on lucid dreaming, there

hasn't been a whole lot new and worth reading. This book, though, provides a fresh

perspective on lucid dreaming. Even concepts and techniques covered in other books are

explained better in this one. I had the experience of the "reassembly of self" a few years ago

and had no idea it had any association with lucid dreaming. It was frightening at the time, but

the author explains this phenomenon well. Turns out it is pretty normal among lucid dreamers.

If you're interested in lucid dreaming then definitely pick up this book.”

Andres, “This book can start changing your life for the better, if you let it.. When I first bought

this book I read it on and off (I was very busy with normal day to day stuff). However, when the

COVID-19 quarantine event started unfolding, I started to self-isolate pretty early. I started to

cycle off all these old habits, including frequent substance usage. When my REM cycle

returned to normal I began to start having dreams again. Reading this book (now that I have all

the time in the world) has shown me soooo many things I wish I knew earlier. I've only had 2

lucid dreams since I started reading this book roughly last week, and I'm so excited to see

what else I will be able to do. If you're not interested in this book for Lucid Dreaming, there is a

lot of science-based information on sleep and how to get the most out of it for optimal health.

You really cannot go wrong with this book.”

Andy, “This book is a gem. The west is very fortunate to have Andrew. With degrees in music

and biology, then onto dental school. he practiced dentistry for many years. then co-started

what amounts to dentists without borders. his group travels to Nepal and India to provide free

dental care to the needy. All along he immersed himself in Buddhist studies, a three(3) year



retreat.Andrew combines his high powered intellect with deep understanding of Buddhism. This

book on Dream Yoga is a must read. It has helped me further my understanding of not just

Dream Yoga, but also of difficult to understand Buddhist concepts. Some of the material in the

book is based on private teachings the author received from teachers in the India, Nepal and

the US.I also learned a lot from his numerous most excellent YouTube videos. All the best in

your Journey”

Kris Huang, “A Good Introduction to Lucid Dreams, Dream Yoga & Sleep Yoga. The author

Andrew Holecek has great knowledge about "human nocturnal activities in the beds." He has

been a Tibetan Buddhism practitioner, so the bridging between Eastern and Western dream

techniques is sound. Though the structure of this book is relatively complete, I found the texts

are written in a garrulous style, after all it's not a workbook. Readers have to keep notes of the

important facts in between the rhetorical words in this book by themselves. I've attended some

of Andrew's workshops, and amazingly, I had some wonderful dream and sleep experiences.”

Ebook Tops Reader Alana, “This book is a breath of fresh air!. It literally is!!! It doesn't just

cover the Dream Yoga, it will also help the beginners to discover ways to tame the mind using

meditation, visualizations and more!This book is out of this world! I am still reading it for the

first time, practically holding my breath, but i already know that as soon as it's over, i will be

starting from the beginning, but this time i will be taking very thorough notes.Thank you,

Author, for your Lightwork. :-)”

Savitri, “Love i!. I love this book! As someone who enjoys lucid dreaming as well as the deeper

spiritual aspects of lucidity, this is fantastic. Lucid dreaming is also a wonderful way to become

more present and aware in the 'waking' state. Perhaps perpetually awakening ever more

through the process of awareness, both in dream and waking state.”

S. O'connor, “somewhat repetative. if you want to step beyond the surface layers of lucid

dreaming, this book is a good guide but with a couple of caveats. firstly it is preferable that you

are a fairly experience onieronaut and have a high degree of dedication. secondly although

you don't necessarily need to be a Buddhist monk, an interest in the philosophy will be an

asset, finally I have to say the author has padded the book out a bit by repeating some

concepts several times, the only difference being that he has used different combinations of

words to say essentially the same thing.”

Bill H, “amazing book. will take me probably a year to .... amazing book. will take me probably a

year to read it and digest the contents. truly deep stuff here, the condensation of years of

wisdom and practical knowledge. There's techniques and exercises as well. Stunning for those

interested in the art and science of lucid dreaming. Me, I haven't got there yet really so it's not

a quick fix but anything worthwhile takes time and this is a true spiritual discipline going back a

long way.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “enjoyable read. Interesting read”

cathy nash, “Four Stars. very informative and accessible”

Great to Read!, “One of the best books about dream/sleep yoga!. I highly recommend this

book to anyone who would like to dive deep into dream/sleep yoga. The amount of information



and details is more than satisfactory and for me personally the best part is the style of writing

which I just feel very close to myself. I will definitely check some other titles from the same

author :)”

The book by Andrew Holecek has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 244 people have provided feedback.
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